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A BRIEF HISTORY OF MACON, GEORGIA
Macon was a thriving center of activity In the early 1820s. Oppor¬
tunities for rich land, trade, and river travel attracted settlers from
North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, New England, and many other
places. These eager pioneers clamored for long term leases on lots along
the Ocmulgee River.^ As the demand for land increased, the Georgia Gen¬
eral Assembly created Bibb County in 1822. The new county was named for
Dr. William V^att Bibb, A U. S. Senator from Georgia and the county seat,
Macon, was named for Nathaniel Macon, a North Carolina statesman and
Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives, 1801-1807.^ On December
3
10, 1823, the General Assembly officially incorporated Macon as a town.
By the 1830s, independent businesses, river trade, and the cotton indus-
4
try continued to boost the growth and expansion of Macon. At that time,
there were 4,144 whites, 2,988 slaves, and 27 free Blacks in Bibb County.^
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The Abolition Movement was a controversial topic In the North and
the South during the ISSOs. Articles from northeim newspapers filled
the Macon Telegraph and Messenger. In 1835, Robert A. Beall called a
meeting at the Court House to decide what measures should be taken
against abolitionists and offered $1,000 reward for persons caught dis¬
tributing "Incendiary materials." The group also agreed to boycott mer¬
chants who favored abolition.^
Although the majority of the Black population was restricted by the
shackles of white racism, a small number of Blacks were free, econom¬
ically Independent, and prosperous. Two of the most outstanding free
Blacks were Solomon Humphries and Edward Woodllff.
Solomon 'Tree Sol" Humphries was born on a plantation In Jones
County, Georgia. He was granted his freedom because of his superior
Intelligence and loyalty to his master. Humphries soon became a wealthy
2
man and was able to purchase and free his parents. He was a cotton
dealer and a reputable merchant In Savannah, Charleston, and Mew York.
He owned the largest store In Macon and employed only white clerks. Un-
3
fortunately, Humphries' business eventually failed. He died at the age
of fifty-four, and his funeral was preached by Rev. Robert L. Breck, a
white Presbyterian minister. All business In Macon was suspended during
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his funeral.
Edward Woodllff was another prominent freedman. He came to Macon
from Jamestown, Virginia In 1832, and opened a first-class barbershop,
2
In 1843. He married a slave woman, Mahalla Spicer, and paid $800 for
3
her freedom. Woodllff was not only wealthy, but owned real estate.
Georgia laws during this period prohibited Blacks from owning property,
but with the help of a white friend, he purchased twelve houses and lots
4
In various parts of the city. In 1856, Woodllff alledgedly paid $500
to smuggle his daugihter, Arladlne, out of Georgia so that she might be
educated In Philadelphia.^ When Woodllff reached Philadelphia, he en¬
rolled his wife In a private school and his daughter In a public school.
In 1865, the Woodllff family returned to Macon where his daughter opened
the first school for Black children.^ Arladlne later married Cassanders
Sellers, the first Black practicing attorney In Georgia.^
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The Humphries and Woodliffs were anong the fortunate few for the
general Black population was poor and enslaved. By 1860, there were
2,829 slaves and 22 free Blacks in Macon.^
Macon was the scene of military activity during the Civil War. An
2
arsenal and treasury depositoi^ were located in the city; the 'hiinute
men," a militia corps, guarded the local citizens while 23 combat units
fou^t in the battle lines. During the final month of the Confederacy,
3
Macon became the state capltol of Georgia. The whites in Macon had
served the Confederacy honorably, but as the end of the war approached,
and the emancipation of the slaves became inevitable, they sadly accepted
their defeat.
Emancipation brought with it a number of problems for Blacks. Many
4
were homeless, penniless, and wandered about aimlessly. Newspapers
were filled with reports of Blacks being brought to trial for stealing,
quarreling, and disturbing the peace. The mortality rate among Blacks
5
soared from an average of 40 per month to 500 in one month.
White Maconites were deeply disturbed by the interest Blacks dis¬
played in local politics. During the Post-Civil War period, the Equal
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Rl^ts Association, composed of Blacks and radical whites, was firm in
expressing its political convictions. At mass meetings held by the
organization. Blacks were encouraged to vote "Radical Republican" or
"hang by the neck." The Equal Rights Association has also been accused
of inciting many of the riots which occurred around the late 1860s. In
1867, the organization was absorbed into the Loyal Leag^e and continued
1
to influence Black participation in state and local elections.
After the War, Black voters were indeed successful in placing Blacks
in reputable offices in city government. Pulaski Holt, Edward Woodllff,
2
and Henderson Dumas were elected to the Macon Board of Aldermen. M. D.
3
Sneed served as magistrate and Ed Sutton became chief baliff. Repre¬
sentatives from the Macon district helped make up the quota of Blacks at
the Georgia Constitutional Convention held in Atlanta, 1867-1868. They
were: Henry McNeal Turner, Frank Disroon, Pulaski Holt, and Moses
Pollack.^
In 1868, Rufus Bullock was elected Governor of Georgia with the
support of the Radical Republicans, the debtor class, and Blacks.^
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After taking office, Bullock continued to seek Black votes. Persons on
the Board of Registers were paid twenty-six cents for each person they
registered. In Bibb County, 1,995 whites and 2,596 Blacks were registered.
Because Blacks were constantly harassed and threatened by the Ku Rlux
2
Klan, their votes were virtually meaningless.
Despite the harassment from racist whites and vigilante groups.
Blacks still held public offices In 1869. Racial tensions had Inten¬
sified with the removal of the Federal troops that previous summer. By
March 1869, Congress had passed an act requiring Governor Bullock to
reinstate the Black members who had formerly been expelled from the
State Legislature, and convene a session for the purpose of ratifying
the 15th ihnendment. In 1870, Georgia was readmitted to the Union.^
White Maconltes were continuously outraged by Intervention from the
Federal government, but the final blow was the appointment by President
Grant of Henry McNeal Turner as postmaster of Macon. The Macon Telegraph
and Messenger published an editorial which stated, "Well the faster the
administration falls, the sooner It will meet bottom."^ Whites held a
mass meeting and selected a committee of three to go to Washington to
ask the President to revoke Turner's appointment. The committee returned
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to Macon from Washington In "hl^ spirits" because President had admitted
that Turner's appointment was a mistake and promised to find a substi¬
tute. However, sincere Grant's statement may have been. Turner took
charge of the post office In July, 1869,^ but resigned after two weeks.
Turner who was oft^ unjustly accused and mistreated by whites once com¬
mented, "1 have been arrested and tried on the wildest and most
2
groundless accusations ever distilled from the laboratory of hell'.'
Tuinaer was Immediately followed by another Black postmaster, Edward
Belcher. Little Information Is available about his term In office, but
what Is important Is that two Black men In Macon had opportunities to be
postmaster during Reconstruction.
Political offices held by Blacks were not confined to municipal and
state levels of government; Jefferson Long was a U. S. Congressman, who
4
completed part of one term In office. Long remained an active Republi¬
can in Bibb County for years after serving as Congressman. In 1872,
when the Republicans In Macon split, one faction was led by James Fitz¬
patrick and the other by Jefferson Long. The Macon Telegraph and Messen¬
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followed Long as "Radicals" or "Jephlongites."
Nightly, Blacks would gather in front of the City Hall to hear Long
urge then to pay their poll taxes and vote Republican. Many believed
that Long was responsible for a riot in which a Black man was brutally
2
attacked because he wanted to vote Democratic.
Violence and racial tension characterized the county, state and national
elections by 1872. In an election to fill the State Senate seat, city
officials had segregated the voting booths. Trouble started when a num¬
ber of carpetbaggers disregarded the segregation rules. Shots were fired
between the segregated sections and ended in the deaths and injuries of
q
several Blacks. The election was a victory for the Democrats."^
By 1872, whites had regained the political positions once held by
Blacks. Reconstxruction had been a glorious era for Black Maconites in
politics. Blacks had been elected to public offices which never before,
and in many instances never again, would be occupied by them. The names
of men like Jefferson Long, Frank, Disroon Pulaski Holt and others
appeared in the newspapers throughout the 1880s. These men were anong
the political and social leaders of the Black community. Their actions
as Bibb County Republicans influenced Black votes, and made Black cit¬
izens aware of the fact that the franchise was their most powerful









BLACK POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN MAC(»I, 1872-1890
Conservative whites throughout Georgia felt jeopardized by the
period of "radical rule" which had just passed, and banded together In
the Democratic party to attempt to permanently stifle any chances of
Blacks ever holding important public offices.^ After 1872, only a few
whites remained In the Republican party, and those few were subjected to
harsh criticism and jeers from their white counterparts. In Georgia, to
be a dedicated Republican meant to work, associate, and be classed with
Blacks. Very few whites were able to withstand the pressures, there¬
fore, most of them became Democrats.
The final defeat of the Radical Republican party In Macon came In
1874. White Haconltes saw the passage of the Civil Rl^ts Bill as a
threat to their freedom and well-being as citizens, consequently, they
united to gain control over the city government. Although Republican
support and membership In Macon had dwindled drastically after Recon¬
struction, a small group met at the City Hall where they nominated James
Fitzpatrick for mayor and Frank Dlsroon (Black) as candidate for the
Georgia Legislature.^ The Republican effort proved unsuccessful because
1
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the Bibb Coijnty Democrats made a clean sweep of all contested offices In
the city election held In December 1874.^
The Bibb County Republicans may have been defeated In the municipal
election, but they were determined to remain active In the preparations
for the State and National conventions. In 1876, they participated In
the Congressional District Convention, to elect delegates to attend the
state and national conventions. Whenever presidential candidates were
up for nomination, two state conventions were held. One convened In the
spring to name delegates for the national convention, and to "set up new
party machinery; "a second convention was held In the stmmer to select
electors and "decide on a State ticket."^
The convention to select delegates the National Convention was held
May 3-4, 1876. About three-fourths of the 200 delegates were Blacks.
The group Is said to have been "large and unruly," and the convention
was described as being of a "highly explosive" nature. Among the dele¬
gates there were divisions on Issues which split the convention Into
factions.
The fact that friction existed within the party was exemplified
when a heated argument was Ignited between Henry Farrow (white) and
Jefferson Long of Macon. Farrow contended that a coinnlttee named by the








Convention In Cincinnati, Ohio. Long argued that each district had a
right to name Its own representatives to attend the National Convention.
Long's viewpoint was accepted hy the delegates. On May 4, thirteen whites
and nine Blacks were selected to go to the National Convention. Among
them were two Blacks who had been active In Macon politics, George Wallace
and Henry McNeal Turner.^
On August 16, 1876, a Republican convention was held In Macon to
name presidential electors and to decide which candidates for Governor
would be supported by the party. The nominees for governor were Jonathan
Norcross, James Atkins, and Amos Akerman. Akerman, former U. S. Attorney
General, was nominated by Jefferson Long, and Atkins was nominated by
2
William Pledger (Black). The party however, decided on Norcross.
The Macon Telegraph and Messenger reported that Norcross was nomi¬
nated "by a vote of three ayes and one negative voice." The newspaper,
which at that time was a Democratic organ, eaphaslzed the dull attitude
3
shown by the Republicans toward their nominees for governor.
Although Norcross was not nominated for governor by any of the
Black Republicans, he was popular among them. At this point In Norcross*
political career, apparently, he sought Black support. In a speech








proclaimed '1113 love and efforts" for the "colored population." Nor-
cross* support was too weak, however, to make him victor over the Demo¬
cratic candidate, Alfred Colquitt. The election results shows that Nor-
2
cross had only 33,443 votes whereas Colquitt had 111,297.
By 1876, the Democrats had regained control of the State and en-
3
couraged the writing of a new State Constitution. The general consensus
among whites was that the Constitution of 1868 was not representative of
the people of Georgia. Judge Vason of Macon claimed that the Constitu¬
tion was the work of scalawags, carpetbaggers, and "Ignorant, stupid
colored men."^ After encouragement from local politicians and the press,
the General Assembly passed an act in 1877 which would provide for the
Constitutional Convention and the adoption of senatorial districts as
units of representation.^
The fact that a Constitutional Convention was scheduled to be held
in Atlanta caused a great deal of excitement among white Maconltes. The
Macon Telegraph and Messenger was flooded dally with suggestions for
possible representatives to be sent from the Macon district, and Issues
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shortly before the convention stated that "Her ^acon/ delegates should
be of marked ability and sound discretion, whose reputation for honesty
and patriotism Is unquestionable and unassailable."^
Citizens' comments continued to appear In the local newspaper
throughout the Constitutional Convention. Most whites were concerned
with the homestead ordinances, taxes, the location of the capltol, and
with the fact that the 1868 Constitution of Georgia was not representa¬
tive of the people. On the other hand. Blacks' attitudes were seldom.
If ever, reported In the press. Since most Blacks were Republicans and
the state was governed and represented by white Democrats, their opinions
had little bearing on the events that were occurring.
The Constitutional Convention of Georgia assembled at the State
Capitol In the House of Representatives In Atlanta on July 11, 1877, and
ended Its deliberation on August 25, 1877- One hundred and elghty-flve
delegates from 44 districts were present. Thirteen committees wrote and
2
revised the Constitution. The document was voted on December 5, 1877
and went into effect on December 21, 1877.^
The major changes in the Constitution of 1877 concerned 1) the areas
of state government, public institutions, and elementary education; 2)
payment of public debts; 3) suppression of insurrection or invasion, and
defense In war times; 4) provisions for artificial limbs for Confederate
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veterans of the Civil War,^ and 5) extended the franchise to all eligible
A
male citizens twenty-one years or olders who met residence requiraaents.
All of the tax restrictions were reinforced; the poll tax, in particular,
was one of the major methods of obtaining revenue to support the public
3
school system, consequently, it could not be abolished. Most of these
measures were included to avoid recurrence of so-called abuses of state
funds which alledgedly took place during the Reconstruction period.
Sections of the Constitution that were pertinent to Blacks remained
basically unchanged in 1877. The Constitution of 1868 had given Black
citizens rights and eliminated whipping as a punishment. The article on
'Tranchise and Elections" had striken the words "free" and "white, con¬
sequently, extending the vote to Black males. Article VII, which dealt
with the exemptions of endowed institutions from taxation (referring to
charities, churches and "institutions of learning"), required that endow¬
ments set up for white institutions must be given to white institutions,
and endowments established for Black Institutions be limited to Blacks.
This article 1) encouraged and condoned the separation of races, and 2)
legalized unfair allotment of funds for Black Institutions, in short,
making them separate and unequal. The new Constitution also provided
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for separate schools systems for Blacks and whites whereas the Constitu¬
tion of 1868 had provided for "free education for all of the children of
the State.^ When the Constitution of 1868 was drawn up, the phrase "chil¬
dren of the State" did not apply to Black school aged children, conse¬
quently, though this new provision failed to do Blacks Justice, It at
least provided for the establishment of public education for Black chil¬
dren.
Broadly speaking, the Constitution of 1877 Incorporated few dis¬
criminatory provisions, however, the fact that the representatives at
the Constitutional Convention were white, conservate Dmnocrats deducted
from Its authenticity as a document representative of all of the people.
In Bibb County, whites and Blacks turned out In large numbers to
vote on the new state constitution. According to the Macon Telegraph
and Massenger. the two races were on good terms and the election was
peaceful. The voting results showed that 2,590 voted for ratification
of the new state constitution and 840 opposed. There had been a great
deal of controversy on the location of the new State capltol; the majority
of people In Bibb County favored Mllledgevllle over Atlanta. Mllledge-
2
vllle won over Atlanta with 3,171 votes (Atlanta polled only 358 votes).
The next couple of years witnessed very little political activity
for whites or Blacks In Macon, but In 1880, Black Republicans were making
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The Bibb County Republicans held their Integrated caucus In Jefferson
Long's tailoring shop. The group undertook the task of deciding whether
It should support Democrats or Republicans for official positions In the
gubernatorial election. The caucus adjourned on a note of uncertainty.^
The meeting which followed focused upon the selection of district repre¬
sentatives to attend the State Convention In Atlanta. Two whites, W. W.
Brown and L. A. Hanse, and four Blacks, Pulaski 0. Holt, Jefferson Long,
James Deveaux, and John Blackshear, were selected as representatives.
The Telegraph and Messenger derisively referred to this group as the
Republican "corpse" because whites felt that the Republican Party had
little power or significance in Macon.^
The Bibb County Republicans, especially Blacks, were far from dead
because they were highly active In the state convention held In Atlanta
on April 21, 1880. There were "open" splits on Issues between Black and
whites In the party, and the Blacks were determined not to be dominated
by the whites. Blacks resolved that three-fourths of the delegates sent
to the National Republican Convention should be Black. Consequently, the
names of fourteen Blacks and eight whites were sulmiltted. Blacks united
to elect William Pledger as state chairman and formed a central committee
of twenty-four Blacks and eight whites.
The following day whites met to make plans for a racially segregated
party organization. Among the leaders of this movement were Jonathan
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Norcross and W. L- Clark, editor of the Atlanta Republican. Tiou^ Black
Republicans were Invited to attend a meeting held In Atlanta on July 6
to organize themselves, they declined to participate. The whites also
refused to support the plans to segregate the races.^
The Macon Telegraph and Messenger failed to recognize Pledger as
the newly elected State Chairman of the Republican Party, but Instead
reported that W. H. Snythe, of Atlanta, had been elected chairman of the
2
Convention.
In August, the Republican State Executive Coimnlttee unsuccessfully
met In the Bibb County Courthouse to discuss the possibility of a recall
of an order for a gubernatorial convention. The order for the convention
was withdrawn. In a heated dispute over nominees for governor. Blacks
threatened to ncmilnate Black candidates If agreeable white candidates
3
were not found.
The Republicans and the Democrats both held rallies and mass meetings
prior to the election. Within the Black coninnmlty. Republicans listened
to a "Bloody-shirt" speech delivered by Joseph Adkins, ex-collector of
Savannah, who appeared to be a Norwood supporter. Following the speech,
Jefferson Long, an Alfred Colquitt supporter, becane engaged In a heated
4
debate with George Wallace.
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During the following days, this circular was posted throu^out the
Black cotnmunity:
There will be a grand mass meeting of the colored cit**
izens of Bibb County in the city of Macon, next Tuesday
night, September 28, in the City Hall. All who are in¬
terested in the pending State election and are fatvorable to
Governor Colquitt, are most cordially invited to attend.
State issues will be ably and thoroughly discussed and the
duty of every colored voter in the country will be ex¬
plained.^
On September 2dth, speeches were scheduled to be made by supporters of
Colquitt and Noxrwood. James Treadwell was to speak in behalf of Thomas
Norwood. Jefferson Long and William A. Pledger would support Alfred
Colquitt. The following are some of the Black Republican committee mem¬
bers expected to attend: W. B. Clark, Frank Disroon, John Blackshear,
J. W. May, Willis Lawson, H. M. Allen and Amos Phelps. A number of local
2
ministers were also invited to sit on the stage.
The mass meeting was attended by a crowd of 1,000 to 1,200 Blacks
and 30 or 40 whites. Most of the whites were said to be curious Norwood
supporters. Frank Disroon (Black) was elected chairman and H. M. Allen
of Unlonville was elected secretary. Allen offered two major resolutions.
The first stated that Blacks should support Alfred Colquitt because he
had done equal Justice to Blacks and whites, made Improvements in the
convict-lease system, shown Interest in education, and had been a "true
friend of the colored people." The second resolution asserted the right






of public schools. The Macon Telegraph and Messenger reported that
Long's speech was good and the affair left the "colored"people thoroughly
united for Colquitt.^
Another Black rally for Colquitt was held In October. Speeches were
2
made by J. B. Deveaux, J. W. May, and William Pledger. The Black commu¬
nity remained the scene of political activity until the State election
In October. The canpalgning In the community had solicited the support
of approximately 400 Blacks, who enthusiastically paid their taxes to
vote. Both races In Bibb favored Colquitt for re-election, consequently,
3
he won by a margin of 390 votes.
Politics In Bibb County proved to be as hectic and conpetltive In
1882 as In 1880. The most significant events took place at the state
Convention. The Bibb County Democrats anxiously supported Augustus 0.
Bacon for governor, however, Alexander Stephens won the nomination.^
At the Republican State Convention, whites regained control of the
party organization. Though rumors of splitting still circulated. It
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In Macon, the Telegraph and Messenger was open In Its campaign
against the Democratic candidate Alexander Stephens. The newspaper
accused Stephens of being connected with the abuses conducted by the
"Gordon-Brown-Colquitt” ring. In essence, the "Gordon-Brown-Colquitt”
alledgedly bought and sold votes, and appealed to Black voters onong
other things.^
Toward the end of the gubernatorial campaign, the Telegraph and
Messenger switched its support to Stephens. When the newspaper decided
to turn its hostilities toward Colquitt, it was too late. The paper had
pointed out that Colquitt was the "weakest and unfittest man who would
do Georgia injustice and destroy party harmony." But by November 16th,
2
1832 Colquitt was elected.
During the campaign season, the Bibb Cotinty Republicans were occu¬
pied with preparations for the state Republican Convention. On July 20,
1882, a meeting held in the county courthouse was widely attended by
Black representatives from all of the wards and districts in the area.
The convention was called to order by John N. Blackshear, secretary of
the county executive committee. Jefferson Long presided over the conven¬
tion in the absence of permanent chairman, George Wallace; Walker Perkins
was secretary.
The purpose of this convention in Bibb County was to select delegates
to attend the state convention in Atlanta on August 2nd and also select
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delegates to attend the congressional and senatorial conventions. Four
Blacks, John N. Blackshear, J. W. May, J. J. Trlppe, P. 0. Holt, and one
white, L. A. Hanse were appointed to the credentials committee. Speeches
were made by perspective delegates In their absences.^
The first speech was made by Frank Dlsroon (Black). He observed
the absence of 500 white Republicans from local meetings whose names,
according to Dlsroon, would appear on petitions and docxsuents In Washing*
ton, but were not known In Macon. Their basis for refusing to attend
integrated meetings, he alledged, was that Blacks were "too nasty and
filthy." Dlsroon further bitterly suggested that whites form their own
2
Republican clubs and disassociate themselves from Black Republicans.
He concluded by noting that "we ain't too nasty and filthy when we go to
the ballot box."^
M. U. Clarke, a Black Republican, pointed out to Dlsroon that this
was no time to raise the Issue of the color line. Clarke added that the
whole Republican party was tired of Blacks, therefore. Blacks must look
out for themselves. He urged the Bibb County Republicans to make good
use of the splits In the Democratic party to win the election (he had
reference to the nominations of Bacon and Stephens, both Democrats).^
1








Clarke's speech was followed by the reports of the resolutions
committee. The resolutions dealt with: 1) the promise to support any
movement which could overthrow the Bourbon party, 2) tha need to urge
Black citizens to pay their poll taxes and to vote, and 3) efforts to
support opposition to the poll tax as a prerequisite for voting for
those too poor to pay the tax.
After careful consideration, the credentials committee appointed
these delegates to attend the Atlanta convention: John Blackshear,
Jefferson Long, and M. U. Clarke. Among the members of the County Execu¬
tive Committee were F. 0. Holt, chairman; John N. Blackshear, secretary;
L. A. Hanse, treasurer (white); J. W. May, T. 0. Hanlon (white), Frank
Dlsroon, Calvin Barker, Ben Jordon, Amos Phelps, Tllman Lowe (white), C.
H. Hollis (white), Willis Epps and others.
A small minority of Republicans opposed the selection of W. W. Brown
(white) as a delegate to the Convention because he was opposed to the
liberal movement. Among the opposers were Allen Ellington and H. B.
Clarke (Black). Brown's supporters Included J. W. M«^, J. N. Blackshear
and J. J. Trlppe (all Black). They claimed that Brown had been good to
Blacks and they needed a white delegate to attend the convention. The
conflict was finally settled by a vote of 43 to 7 favoring Brown. A num¬
ber of the delegates listed above were also appointed as delegates to
the Senatorial and Congressional conventions.^
The Macon press mocked the Black delegates who attended the State




'Willatto" convention. An interview with one of the outspoken, prominent
Black delegates, Frank Disroon, was reported in such a manner in the news¬
paper that he appeared to be a head-scratching, foot shuffling fool.
After carefully describing Disroon's gestures, the newspaper reported
that he commented: "Atlanta ain't no place for a Macon nigger." The
reporter responded with the statement: "1 am suspicious that he found
out over night that there is a great deal more genuine honesty in the
colored of Macon than in those of the gate city."^ In all probability,
Disroon had reference to the fact that Atlanta, during the State Conven¬
tion of 1882, was no place for any Black Republican. The white Republi¬
cans in Georgia were determined to regain control of the party organ¬
ization. Whites were impressed by the strength. Intelligence, and
aggressiveness exhibited by Blacks like William Pledger and others who
held outstanding federal positions at home and held power within the
State Republican party. These Blacks were not viewed by the white press
as brilliant and outstanding, but as evil and deceptive.
One amusing example of faulty reporting was in an article on former
U. S. Congressman Jefferson Long who was mistakened for white. The
Georgia Weekly Telegraph and Journal and Messenger commented, "He was a
Congressman once you know and he mixed up with colored men so much that
2
he knows exactly how to get along with them." Long was complimented
for his handling of Blacks during the convention. He was said to have
1





replied that "Niggers have been taught to obey and idien they get squab¬
bling just come down with the gavel and tell'em to shut up and they'll
do It. You can't go along cooling a nigger."^
The struggle for control continued between the various factions In
the party. The underlying struggle was between races yet the splits
within the party sprang from differences in Ideologies. The Convention
results revealed that Lucius J. Gartrell was recommended for Governor.
2
No representative from Bibb County made the State ticket.
Rumblings of discord and dissatisfaction became more pronounced
among menbers of the Bibb County Republicans In 1884. Blacks strongly
verbalized their discontent with treatment received from whites In the
party. Blacks held separate caucuses and resolved to send delegates to
the National Convention scheduled to be held In Chicago. The tone of
the local sheeting became extremely militant and laid the foundations for
an eventual Irreparable split between the races within the local branch
of the party.
Only Black Republicans received Invitations to attend a caucus
scheduled February 22, 1884. Blacks resolved that only twelve \diltes
out of twenty-four would be selected to attend the National Convention
In Chicago. At this Black caucus, the names of those delegates would be
adopted. The Telegraph and Messenger in covering this upcoming caucus
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No delegates were named at the Black caucus held on February 22nd,
but a very firm stand was taken in the preamble and resolutions adopted
by the group. They resolved to;
t/hereas. We, Republicans of Bibb County assembled,
recognizing our rights as freeman, and knowing the con-*
dition into which our party has been led, and knowing
that if we continue to follow the lead of the few so-
called white Republicans, which is more damaging than
good for us, because they not only retard age progress of
the party, but in some instances advance the Interest of
the Democratic party...^
In essence, Black Maconites realized that they were being abused and
manipulated by whites. Although they were slower In taking a stand
against white patemallsni within the party than Blacks like Belcher and
Pledger, who had recognized the fact In 1880, they were firm In their
position and determined to function Independently.
The Atlanta meeting was presided over by John Mobley, chairman and
John Loving, secretary (both Black). Seven resolutions were adopted at
the meeting: 1) to condemn the conduct of white Republicans who were
federal office holders; 2) to discourage a mandate which had circulated
among whites In the Interest of supporting President Arthur; 3) that
white Republicans holding office under Federal government were "prejudice,
unscrupulous," and "sad deceivers;" 4) that delegates that go to most of
the ccnmentions be "unpledged, refuse to be bought, bribed or sold by
tricksters; 5) to appeal for honest and upright delegates to represaat
Republicans In the State conventions; 6) to expose the "rascality" of
white Republicans, and 7} to demand a fair and equal share of the pa¬
tronage under the federal government.^
^Ibld.. 22 February 1884.
^Ibld.
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I'Jhite Maconltes were shocked by the resolutions which resulted from
the meeting of approximately sixty Black Republicans. The Telegraph and
Messenger published one editorial which expressed the true prejudice and
paternalistic concern held by most white Maconltes toward the Black
Republicans. An editorial entitled, "Sad Deceivers" viewed the white
Republicans' treatment of Blacks as one of the "Blackest crimes in modem
times." The editorial asserted that the emancipation of Blacks and the
elective franchise had proven harmful to both races. It further stated
that Blacks had little control over Georgia's preference of Arthur as
candidate for President, and expressed surprise at the fact that the
Blacks had discovered that they had a voice in deciding or determining
questions of Importance. The editorial concluded with this rhymthlc,
mocking statement: "The negro may black the boot, but the white man
wears it. Nigger bake de hoecake, but de white man eat 'em."^ Informa¬
tion on the attitudes held by the local active white Republicans is
scarce, however, one might surmise that on the local and state levels
within the party that Blacks were only valued for their votes and the
support they could muster up for white candidates. Blacks throughout the
South by 1884 felt they had been deserted by the Republican Party; they
were not being fairly appointed to federal positions nor were their cit-
izen's ri^ts being protected. The Arthur Administration recognized
southern white Independents within the party over Blacks and they were
_
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rapidly coining into power.
On February 28, 1884, the Black Bibb County Republicans endorsed the
nominations of I. 0. Holt and Frank Disroon as delegates to the Chicago
convention. They also resolved to request that the State investigate the
arrests of x/hite and Black citizens on "frivolous charges." U. S.
deputies were accused by the Black Republicans of handcuffing citizens,
carrying them through public streets and bringing them to trial without
conviction.^
On March 4, 1884, white and Black Republicans met to discuss the
split within the Party. The members present decided to invite R. D.
Locke (white) and F. 0. Holt to address the district meeting to be held
in Forsyth, Georgia on March 26th. The group resolved to endorse W. W.
Brown and P. 0. Holt as delegates to the Republican National Convention.
The meeting closed with a resolution to "lay aside bickerings and strifes"
and attempt to reinstate the Republican party in the South.
The Bibb County Republicans met on March 6th in the U. S. Courtroom.
P. 0. Holt presided and J. R. Haskins (white) acted as secretary in the
absence of John N. Blackshear. This group adopted resolutions to meet
on March 12th to elect six delegates and six alternates to attend the
Republican State Convention. Each ward and militia was also eligible to
elect four delegates to attend the Congressional district convention at
Forsyth.
-
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Resolutions were also adopted to endorse W. W. Brown and P. 0. Holt
as candidates to represent the Sixth Congressional District in Chicago
and to endorse the candidacy of A. E. Buck, W. A. Pledger, and L. N.
Pleasants as delegates from the State-at-large to the National Conven¬
tion. H. P. Farrow was endorsed as candidate for Judge of the U. S.
District Court for the southern district of Georgia. Finally, at the
Insistance of J. J, Trippe, Frank Disroon was nanlnated to attend the
National Convention.^
Blacks who supported the Dlsroon-Holt ticket as delegates to attend
the National Convention held another caucus. These Blacks were fighting
for an all Black ticket to represoit the Sixth Congressional District.
The supporters of Disroon and Holt were willing to fi^t to the last for
this combination. The Republicans who supported the interracial pair.
Brown and Holt, were not in the least interested in a conflict with their
opposers.
The results of the Black caucus also revealed to the local press
examples of two cases of bribery. One case involved payment of five
hundred dollars to a New York lobby. Another case was uncovered con-
2
ceming payment for a fraudulent petition in Jasper County. The Black
Bibb Republicans were determined to put a stop to corruption in govern¬
ment. Much of this corruption was obviously advocated by white Republi¬
cans. Motivated by the desire for honest government and Black indepen¬
dence fron white manipulation in using the franchise. Black Bibb
1
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Republicans were determined to Initiate the dawning of a new day In
government for Blacks and whites.
At the Congressional district meeting held In Forsyth, the Black
Bibb County Republicans saw their efforts crumble. W. W. Brown and P.
0. Holt were unanimously elected to represent the Sixth District at the
national Convention. The majority of the delegates present at the dls**
trlct meeting were white, Holt being only Black In attendance.^
The majority of the members of the Georgia Republican Party, Black
and white, supported Chester Arthur for President In 1884. However, a
small group had supported Ja&es G. Blaine In 1880 and 1884. Aaaong them
were Jefferson Long and Frank Dlsroon. Vheax Black Republicans In Macon
received the news that Blaine had been nominated as presidential candl-
date In 1884, those who held office under the Arthur Administration
began to wilt, however, Frank Dlsroon and Jefferson Long were overjoyed.
Dlsroon secured permission from the city aldermen to fire a salute for
Blaine that night-
That evening, thirty-five rounds of aranunltlon were fired from a
cannon in front of City Hall. Allen Ellington claimed that the ''effect
of Blaine's nomination would end corrupt-officeholding" and "bring about
a purification of the Republican Party.
Whites In Macon held an entirely different attitude toward Blaine's
nomination. In an editorial, the Telegraph and Messenger made refereice
-
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to the dedicated support given by the "colored contingent" to Arthur.
The editorial further stated: "It would seem that the time Is near when
the brother In black and especially the carpetbaggers and scalawags must
step down and out."^ The "brother In Black" was far from ready to step
down for the Black Republicans had many more battles to fl^t with whites
and among themselves.
Opinions among Black Republicans In Georgia were as diverse as those
among whites. One notable example was the feud between William Pledger
and Jefferson Long, both powerful figures among Black Republicans.
Pledger, an Integratlonlst, favored working with and throu^ white
Republicans. Long, on the other hand, viewed white leadership as pater¬
nalistic and misleading.
Long made a trip to Washington In August, 1884, to consult with the
Attorney-General on corruption In the U. S. Court In Macon. During his
absence. Pledger alledgedly made a scandalous stateaent about Long.
According to Long, Pledger viewed himself as the "loussalnt L'Overture'
of Black Georgia Republicans. In a letter published In the Telegraph and
Messenger. Long severely criticized Pledger for his favoritism toward
white Republicans and for falling to realize the need for placing a
Black man In power In the party. An excerpt from Long's letter follows:
.. .The white Republicans In Georgia are doing every¬
thing th^ can to keep the negro under their foot and If
any such thing as slavery were to be had, the white
Republican of Georgia would try to use a colored man to
bring It about. This gentleman who has attacked me must
remmnber that I have all his letters that he wrote me
while seeking the Athens post-office. I have resigned




to sell me and my children and use poor plantation hands
as political tools, I am ready to come before the public
and answer them.^
The letter further elaborated on the Injustices done by white Republicans
to Blacks: 1) failure to contribute to Black charitable Institutions;
2) failure to reimburse Blacks for their money lost throu^ the Freedman's
Savings Bank; 3) discrimination toward Blacks In Civil Service positions
(Blacks limited to mall carriers), and 4) discrimination toward Blacks
2
appointed to federal offices. The letter made some very serious charges,
but Long published It for Pledger as well as the rest of the citizens In
Macon to see.
Animosity among Black Republicans did not Interfere with their
unification as a people and as members of a political party. On October
17, 1884, prominent Blacks gathered on Mulberry Street for a rally. The
gala affair was filled with music, speeches, and Inspiration. Jonathan
Horcross praised Blaine and Logan, the Republican nominees for president
and vice president and glorified the Republican party. The local news¬
paper, however, called the rally a 'Vnlnstrel show." Derogatoiy remarks
and racial slurs expressed the angry attitude of the majority of white
Maconltes.
Shortly before the gmieral election, an editorial appeared In the
newspaper which further belittled the Black voter. A portion of the
editorial stated:
-




The city election Is near at hand and brings with It
the usual number of annoyances. Fromlment among these Is
the annual custom Ignorant negroes have of trading their
votes. It has become a notorious fact that the negro
voter in this city Is catered to by some politicians more
than the taxpayers. This should not be so and if the
Democratic party Is strong enough to elect a President,
Governor, county officers, etc.. It should be strong
enou^ to control the city government.^
The Georgia Republican party was not only weakened by corruption,
but by lack of support from whites. Conservative whites supported the
Denocrats, therefore, the Democratic candidates were victors on all
levels of government. In 1884, Henry Dickerson HacDanlels was re-elected
2
governor of Georgia. Grover Cleveland, a Democrat who became President,
polled 1,307 votes In the Macon city district, while Blaine trailed
behind with 781 votes. Democrats had controlled and monopolized public
offices In city goveimment since Reconstruction. Blacks throu^out
Georgia, especially in Bibb County, had fou^t long and hard to overthrow
that monopoly, but failed again and again.
By 1888, both races In Macon had taken a stand against conniption
in public offices and "improper voting and registration." White Maconltes
formed the Citizens Reform Association in 1888 to improve registration
regulations, eliminate Illegal voting, enforce voting laws, and revise
3
voting laws.
The Bibb Republicans began organizing for the.district and.state
1
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convention in March. Throughout that period, various wards selected
delegates to attend the county meeting scheduled for April 5th. The
county meeting was held In the Odd Fellows Hall on Cotton Avenue. R. M.
Logan was Chairman of the Executive Committee and J. W. May acted as
secretary. The Committee decided that the delegates to the District Con¬
vention would include: W. W. Brown (white) P. 0. Holt, J. W. May, Frank
Dlsroon and others. The committee of delegates selected to attend the
State Convention were George Wallace, J. W. May, R. M. Logan, R. D. Locke
(white), and others.^
Neither the District or State Convention of 1888 were particularly
stimulating. At the State Convention, P. 0. Holt, and W. W. Brown were
selected to represent the Sixth District from Georgia. (Holt and Brown
were also delegates to the National Convention). Among the delegates
from the state-at-large were R. D. Locke (white) and Willimn Pledger.^
The Bibb Republicans remained fairly inactive until September. At
that time, they convened at the Odd Fellows Hall to decide on the placing
of a Republican ticket in the State election for House of Representatives.
George Wallace presided as Chairman of the meeting. Although it was
quite disorderly, six candidates were submitted by the slate coomlttee
for the legislature. The Blacks were J. W. May, Thomas Screen, Allen
Ellington, Robert Bragswell, and E. E. Ashley. George Wallace offered a
resolution endorsing W. A. Huff, former mayor of Macon, but it failed to
_
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pass. Before the meeting adjourned, $1.50 had to be collected to pay the
gas bill.^
The Bibb County Republicans were not very successful with their
nominees. Jere Hay and Thomas Screen publicly declined, but J. W. Warren
remained in the race. A great deal of doubt existed about Blacks'
loyalty to Warren. One white Republican surmised that Blacks would not
turn out for the election. He further claimed:
.. .while they ZjBlack^ enjoyed the right of suffrage
as much as they did when It was first granted them, theyr
have learned by hard lessons that too often a negro's vote
was the only thing about him that was worth looking after
and that was looked after only as election day approached.^
The anonymous Republican was correct in his assumption because there was
not a large Black turnout at the election; Warren was defeated. As usual
the Democrats met no great opposition. It might also be pointed out
3
that whites did not go to the polls in large numbers either.
The national election presented a different situation for Blacks.
Most Blacks supported Harrison for President and turned out in large num¬
bers to vote for him, however, their turnout did not enable him to carry
the State of Georgia, or to be more specific. Bibb County. Cleveland,
the Daaocratic candidate, carried Bibb County with 2,215 votes while
Harrison polled 1,121 votesUnfortunately, the Democrats experienced
1
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a unique twist of fate because though Harrison did not receive the major¬
ity of the popular votes throughout the nation, he received the majority
of the electoral college votes.^ Bibb County Republicans were proud of
their victory and enthusiastically assembled for a celebration. A crowd
shouting "Harrison carried New York and broke the solid South," was
followed by a band. They all marched, accompanied by lighted torches,
toward town.
The crowd cheered through the unheared speeches of George Wallace,
Martin Logan, Arthur Gordon, Cicero Sutton, Frank Disroon and others.
Jefferson Long put a danper on the celebration when he solemly replied,
"Harrison's administration will be a thorough business and conversative
2
one, and the offices will be filed by protective danocrats. Long's
voice was immediately drowned out by the band. At last. Black Maconites
felt that they could finally look ahead to a brighter future because the
Republicans were in power.
The year proved temperate for most Blacks involved in politics in
Macon. Political activity was at a low point until June when a body of
fifteen Black students from Atlanta Colleges came to Macon to protest and
organize. They claimed that Blacks who had formerly been appointed as
route agents were "yellow" or mullattoes. According to the Telegraph,
the group was ccxnposed of dark-skinned Blacks who claimed that former
1
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appointments demonstrated "unjust discrimination."^ This situation re¬
ceived little or no news coverage during the next few weeks.
The latter part of the summer was filled with confusion when Disroon
was accused of prejudice in accepting applications for membership in the
local chapter of the Republican party. When confronted with the accu¬
sation, the Telegraph quoted him as stating:
Let those fellows show their hands. I can't tell if
they are hypocrites, soreheads or broken-down republicans
who are seeking to get up again among those whom they so
despised when the party was not In power.2
Disroon and many others felt that this charge was part of a scheme to
break up the party organization.
A few days later, the Executive Committee held an open meeting for
the benefit of local members of the Republican party. The general con¬
sensus of the members was that Disroon was acting too Independently
3within the structure of the organization. The Telegraph. In announcing
the date of the next meeting, warned Disroon to keep his eyes open. The
nsaor had spread that charges would be brcxight against Disroon In the
4
meeting and that charges had been forwarded to the Postmaster General.
The results of the n«ct meeting were more drastic than the Telegraph
predicted. Instead of charges being brou^t against Disroon, the
-
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Republican party split. Because the decision was kept secret from the
press, no written record exists of the events which led up to the spilt
within the party, however, there was an election of a committee of which
half were members of the former executive committee.^
Persons who commented on the proceedings of the meeting asked to
remain anonymous to the press and public. One member candidly conmented,
”We don't want a single white man In our club. There Is no need of their
asking. You see the executive committee Is composed entirely of colored
2men" The Lincoln Reform Club, the all-Black section of the Republican
party In Bibb County, took a firm stand on their decisions and finalized
them In resolutions. They were dissatisfied with the activities conduc¬
ted by the "old crowd" of Republican and wanted to send the proper Black
3
Republicans to the next convention. The organization caused a sensation
among the Republicans and Democrats In Macon. The Telegraph frankly
reported that certain parties had commented as follows: "Its a botched
up affair. Those niggers can't control themselves. They'll bust up In
two months time... Just give then rope and they'll hang themselves."^
Other whites claimed that because whites were barred from membership.
President Harrison would not recognize their movement. The Telegraph
1
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agreed that "for once the brother in black reigned supreme in his party
at home."^ On this point the Telegraph was correct for the Bibb County
Republicans had been partially dominated by vrhites since Reconstruction.
Although this organization would have very little bearing on the better¬
ment of relations and opportunities for Blacks, it was a step in the
right direction. This small organization would represent an effort to
move in the direction of racial unity.
Third parties and Independent candidates had been in existence
throu^out the 1880s, however, whites and Blacks preferred to function
within the boundaries of the two established parties. If Republicans
had to make a choice between endorsing a Democrat or Independent candi¬
date, they usually chose the Democrat. Due to this attitude, the Farmers
Alliance was slow in gaining support from whxtes or Blacks in Georgia.
Times changed and by 1890, there were more than 100,000 members in the
Alliance in Georgia. They were politically powerful and had virtually
2
taken over the Democratic party.
The Colored Alliance soon caught on among the Blacks because its
platform denounced lynch law, the convice lease systea and supported
Black political ri^ts. One of the most appealing approaches used by
the Alliance was that it was more "interest-conscious than class con-
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were farmars or/and manbers of the lower socio-economic class.
The Colored Alliance was organized In Bibb County In 1889. It
apparently had a very successful existence, for Macon became the site of
the state-wide convention. Seventy-five delegates representing fifty
counties were present. E. S. Richardson, editor of the Alliance's news¬
paper, was elected treasurer and manager of the Exchange.^
One of the most important results of the Convention was the decision
to support a petition to erect an Industrial school In Macon. Funds
($8,000) scheduled for allotment for the project had once been approprl-
2
ated for the support of Atlanta University.
On August 19, 1890, a meeting was held by the Bibb County Colored
Alliance. R. M. Humphrey, general superlntendant of the National Farmers
Alliance and E. S. Richardson, State Superintendent of the State Chapter
of the Alliance were present. Richardson urged the group to accumulate
property, educate their children, and to build up Black small farms, and
warned against purchase of "large bodies of land." He firmly Indicated
3
that the Alliance was for the advancement and protection of Blacks.
Though the Farmer's Alliance was forceful and Influential In Georgia,
the People's Party, founded by Tom Watson, also drew a sizeable following.
Watson had been active in politics since his early twenties. In 1889,
when he becsme acquainted with the Issues put forth by the Farmer's
_
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Alliance, he became a strong member. At that time, he realized the
value of Interracial co-operation and changed his whole viewpoint toward
Blacks. In 1890, he founded the People's Party in an effort to resolve
the Irreparable fallacies which evolved from Scie Republican and Demo¬
cratic parties. The whites hated the Republican party and the Blacks
hated the Democratic party, therefore, there was a need for a third or
Independent party. His party encouraged Blacks and whites to became
Interdependent In utilizing their votes and supporting their platform.
Though Watson did not micourage mixing of races, he felt that his party
could settle the race question.^
The Georgia Republican party distributed circulars throu^out the
State in September 1890 urging the support of the People's Party. At
that time, the Bibb County Executive committee met In Macon and resolved
to support the state congressional and legislative tickets of the People's
Party. Unfortunately, this was a tragic political move for Black
Georgians. After the Alliance gained control of the Georgia legislature.
Its representatives enacted several laws such as Jim Crow laws which
emphasized the "Inferior status" of Blacks.
Blacks In Macon and throughout Georgia met with unfortunate circum¬
stances several times as the results of their faith In the Republican
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party and whites. Watson, though he was probably one of the first
"southern" whites to take the advancement of the Black man seriously,
eventually fell by the wayside.^ He was fluting a losing battle In
reality because one white man followed by a few loyal whites and Blacks
could not change the tone of the times alone.
Optimistically speaking, the fact that a few Republicans adhered to
their beliefs, used their vote "effectively" and stood up for their
rl^ts as citizens was outstanding. These men from all walks of life
and representative of the entire social strata In the Black community,
led their people and were the masters of their fate.
1
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CHAPTER II
EDUCATION FOR BLACKS IN MACON, 1868-1890
The first public school system for Blacks In Georgia was established
around 1868. Formerly, the State Constitution had provided funds for
support of a public school system, but the fact that Black children were
to be Included was not clearly stated. But In 1868, a provision was In¬
serted In the state constitution which stated that a "systan of general
education" was to be "forever free to all of the children of the state.
By October 13, 1870, the state legislature had adopted an Act which
granted "equal privileges to all children regardless of race or color."
This Act was Ironically passed on the hundredth anniversary of a previous
2
act which prohibited Blacks the right to be taught to read or write.
Because of the extent of the Illiteracy rate and lack of qualified
Black teachers, public schools were not set up In many parts of Georgia
3
until the early 1870s. Public schools for Blacks In Macon were organized
In 1873. The first two Black schools Incorporated Into the public school
system were the Cotton Avenue School, supported by the AME Church, and
4
Lewis Bl^ School, an American Missionary Association school. Approx¬
imately 710 Black students were oirolled In these schools during the
-
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first full academic year.^ By 1877, there were two Black public schools
within the Macon city limits; the South Macon Colored School and North
Macon Colored School. Each school had three rooms and was equipped to
accommodate about 140 students (despite the fact that the dally attendance
2
In both schools averaged 239).
South Macon School had a student enrollment of 296 and North Macon
School, 201. In comparison to the two largest white schools In the sys-
ten, the Black schools were drastically lacking In proper equipment.
Each of the \dilte schools had seven rooms, however, both the Black and
white public schools were expected to accoomodate the same number of
students.^
The grammar schools for both races offered the same curriculum. It
Included spelling, reading, writing, geography, arithmetic, English
gronmar, U. S. History, declamation, composition, and drawing. The
quality of these courses was questionable In Black schools In that they
were less well-equipped.^ Also, teachers at Black schools were not as
educationally prepared nor did they exist In numbers adequate enough to
give Individualized attention needed for their students.
By 1880, there were six Black schools and 23 white schools In Bibb
1









County. There were 1,646 Blacks and 1,784 whites between the ages of
2
six and eighteen enrolled In the public school system. Conditions In
the schools remained basically unchanged, but Black enrollment continued
to Increase. The City Council became concerned with the rapid growth of
the student population In the Black schools and appropriated $1,000 per
3
year for five years to build schools for Blacks. This effort was a
small step In the right direction, however. It offered little help In
relieving the problem of overcrowdedness and faulty teaching In Black
schools.
The student enrollment In Bibb County steadily Increased until the
1885-86 academic year. At that time, 4,441 students were enrolled In
the public school system. There were 2,291 whites and 2,150 Blacks.^
Within the city, the total enrollment for both races was 1,660. There
was a decrease of 158 students In the Black city schools because: 1) the
school system required students to pay an Incidental fee of 50 cents to
cover the cost full and minor school supplies, and 2) South Macon Colored
School could not accommodate the huge enrollment.
More Blacks attended classes In the rural schools than xdiltes, how¬
ever, white parents gave these reasons as their primary causes for
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keeping their children out of school: 1) to help on the farm during the
harvest season; 2) an epidemic of measles in February and March of the
school term, and 3) to help with the farm chores.^
In 1886*-1887, small segments of the Black community took action to
Improve conditions when the Black enrollment soared to 2,300 students.
Led by the principal of North Macon Colored School, H. J. T. Hudson, a
nvimber of his assistants and T. K. Perseley, principal of the Hazel
Street Colored School tried to raise money by subscription to build
another Black school for the South Macon area. The cost for a two room
school would be around $755.00. The previous year Professor Hudson and
his faculty had raised $350.00 to add a roati to North Macon Colored
3
School.
By 1889, there were three Black public city schools and 17 county
schools for Black chlldrmi. The three Black public city schools were
Green Street, Hazel Street, and Hammond Street. These schools had an
enrollment of 521. Green Street was the largest of the three schools
with a student enrollment of 298 and an average dally attendance of 228.
A
The school had a faculty of slx.^ Because of the size of Green Street,
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Board of Education agreed to give the program a one year trial. H. J. T.
Hudson, the principal, was given an increase in salary and required to
teach the course.^
The problem of adequate accommodations continued to exist within
the Black consaunity. The Black student enrollment had risen to 2,532 by
2
1890, while the white student population also Increased to 2,887. Prior
to the 1889-90 academic year, the Macon Telegraph reported that there
were 10,377 school age children in Bibb County. Of that number, 6,312
were Black and 4,065 were white. While only 34 per cent of the Black
students were enrolled in school, 64 per cent of the eligible whites
attended school. The newspaper further asserted that the educational
facilities in Black schools were "comparatively as good" as those in
3
white schools.
Althou^ there were seventeen schools located outside of the city
limits, they were poorly equipped. Some schools, for example. East
Macon School, had a student enrollment of 148 and an average daily
4
attendance of 68 with one teacher available to Instruct the entire group.
This prcblen was slightly alleviated in 1890 when the new City Charter
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incorporated many of these schools into the city limits.^
The need for better equipped schools and accommodations for the
steady growth of the student population was a constant problem throughout
the 1877-1890 period, however, the employment of qualified teachers was
equally as important. When the public school system was first organ¬
ized in 1873, there were no more than three qualified Black teachers in
Bibb County. Conditions had not Improved much by 1878 because at that
2
time only six Blacks were employed to teach in the city schools. Both
whites and Blacks were subjected to the same set of rules and regulations
for obtaining positions in the public school system. All applicants for
teachers' licenses were subjected to very stiff examinations. The 1885-
86 Report of the Board of Education revealed that out of 50 applicants
for licenses, less than 50 per cent were successful in obtaining them.
Three grades of licenses were available (depending upon one's score or
on the exam): 1) the first grade license vdilch granted eligibility for
teaching positions in advanced or high schools; 2) a second grade license
for white elementary school teachers, and 3) a third grade license for
teachers who wished to teach in Black schools. Teachers desiring to
obtain 1st grade licenses had to make satisfactory scores in exams given
on all subjects tau^t in high school. Those interested in acquiring a
second grade license had to pass in the areas of English, spelling,
writing, arithmetic, geography, and English grammar. Teachers pursuing
_
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third grade licenses were required only to exhibit ability to "read
understandlngly," write legibly, and master basic arithmetic.^
In 1885, out of 28 applicants, 7 whites and 3 Blacks passed the
examinations and all were Issued second grade licenses. Although Blacks
were limited to teaching in Black schools, obtaining a second grade
2license was prestigious.
Another requirement for all teachers was that they attend the annual
district Teachers Institute. The Institute held in 1886 was scheduled
to last four days. The white teachers' meeting was held at Girls High
School in the mornings, and the Black teachers' session in the afternoons
at North Macon Colored School. Lectures were delivered on methods of
teaching various subjects, organization of ungraded schools, ways to
motivate students to study, ways to encourage good behavior, how to make
out reports, administrator public examinations, and how to pleui the
closing exercises The agenda also included announcements of holidays,
3
vacations, and teaching reports for the coming school year.
Black teachers, in comparison to whites, were underpaid in rural
areas and in the city. Individual teacher's salaries were not revealed
in the Report of the Board of Education until the late 1880s; prior to
that period, they were presented in aggregate sums. In 1885, salaries
1
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for white rural school teachers ranged from $225.00 to $540.00 annually
while salaries for Blacks ranged from $225.00 to $270.00 annually. There
was a $270.00 difference between salaries of the highest paid white and
Black teachers.^ By 1890, average yearly earnings for whites in rural
areas was $360.00 and Blacks averaged only $270.00, consequently, there
was a $110.00 difference in pay. The increase in the pay scale for
both races In rural areas for the five year period was minimal.
In the city schools, the pay scale for white teachers ranged from
$315.00 to $630.00 annually.^ Salaries for Blacks ranged from $225.00
to $450.00 annually, therefore, there was a difference of $180.00 on a
comparative scale. By 1390, the average annual earnings for white teach¬
ers ranged from $225.00 to $450.00.^ There was a difference of $180.00
in annual earnings for Black and white teachers.
The majority of the rural schools employed only one person who
served as principal and teacher. In these instances, the pay scale for
annual earnings ranged from approximately $540.00 to $225.00 for whites
and $225.00 to $270.00 for Blacks.^ In 1890, the pay scale for rural
_










school principals ranged from $270.00 to $720.00 for whites and $225.00
to $405.00 for Black principals.^ There was a $315.00 difference in pay
scales.
Finally, there was a great difference between the pay scales for
principals within the city schools. This difference can be most effec¬
tively demonstrated by comparing the salairy increase for the two highest
paid principals In Macon. In 1885, H. J. T. Hudson of North Macon
Colored School was the highest paid Black principal In the Bibb County
school system; he received $50.00 per month or $450.00 annually. By
1890, North Macon Colored School had become Green Street School. One
high school course was taught there by Hudson. That academic year he
3
received a raise which brought his aimual earnings to $630.00 On the
other hand, the principal of Boys High, a white school, had a salary in¬
crease from $1,350.00^ in 1885 to $1,575.00^ in 1890. There was a $945.00
differential in the two pay scales for the highest paid Black and white
principals by 1890.
There is no doubt that the pay scales for white and Black teachers












Though In many instances, the Individuals were equally qualified. Dis¬
crimination was also evident in appropriations for Black and white schools.
In 1878, the total amount of appropriations for the operation of schools
in Bibb Cotmty was $4,965.00. Approximately $3,565.00 was allocated for
white schools and $1,400.00 for Black schools.^ The state government evi¬
dently condoned the unequal distribution of funds for Black and white
schools. Article VIII, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution of 1877 prohibited
schools or “institutions of learning" from applying funds endowed for
white schools to Black schools. The Constitution provided that "all
endovnnents to Institutions established for white people, shall be limited
to white people, and all endowments to institutions established for
colored people shall be limits to colored people." Consequently,
though whites had more funds available than Blacks, state laws did not
permit re-distribution of funds within the Board of Education.
Another figure which revealed discrimination was the property value.
The total value of school property in 1885 was valued at approximately
$66,000. The total value of the white city schools was $52,000 (85.2X).
The total value of the two Black city schools was $9,000 (14.8%). The
O
seventeen Black rural schools together were valued at $5,000. These
figures show that Black schools and white schools could not possibly
have had equal facilities.
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Few changes had taken place in terms of appropriations for Black
schools by 1890. Black city school property at that time was valued at
$7,000, a decrease from 1885, whereas white city schools were worth
thousands per school. Large white schools such as Whittle ($20,000),
Orange Street ($15,000), and Second Street School ($25,000) were out¬
standing examples. Rare exceptions to this rule were the Catholic School
and the Ash Street School; both valued In the $1,500 to $2,200 price
range. The Catholic School In many respects was no better than Black
rural schools.^
Appropriations for students as revealed in the reports put out by
the Board of Education from 1877-1890 show that there was only a thirty-
eight cent raise in appropriations per student during that period.
These figures, however, fall to portray a true picture of monies allo¬
cated for both races. Blacks were compelled to utilize poor, Ill-kept
facilities, overcrowded classes, and In many Instances, taught by un¬
qualified, underpaid teachers. Prejudiced whites failed to realize that
Blacks, also taxpayers, deserved a better quality of education. One,
R. W. Patterson, reflected the general attitude held by the majority of
whites when he spoke at a local Black-owned grocery store In 1890.
Patterson, speaking on the subject of annexation. Indicated that rural
schools would benefit from being Incorporated Into the city school system,
2
however, he also added that Black schools would not benefit the city.
_
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Blacks never lost their determination to educate their children.
In 1886, the Superintendent of Bibb County Schools pointed out that
whites took a passive attitude toward the value of education as a 'Vneans
of elevating their children" and "enabling them to live better and easier
lives." Since whites themselves had not been denied social and economic
privileges, they showed little Interest In their children's future be¬
cause they felt that their success was Insured by their race. The attend¬
ance among both white and Black races revealed this fact. The Superin¬
tendent also Inferred that Blacks felt that education would make life
easier and more productive for their children.^
The public school system was not the only educational source avail¬
able to Black Maconltes. One well-established and productive facility
was Lewis High School, a denominational school supported by the American
Missionary Association. When the first white teachers were sent to Macon
In 1865 to teach Blacks, classes were held In one of three places: a
church building, a bam, or a rented house. The first permanent school
building was not constructed until 1868. At that time, the school was
named after General John R. Lewis, Commissioner of Education for the
Freedman's Bureau In Georgia (he later becane State Superintendent of
Schools and a Trustee of Atlanta University, 1882-88). The school was a
large two-story building with eight rooms and was equipped to hold 500
students. A church and parsonage were erected on the same site. Black
Maconltes rejoiced over the building of the new "college." Little did
they know that In 1876, all of the buildings on the Lewis High campus
1
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would be burned by ''incendiarism.''^
The new buildings on the Lewis High campus were re-constructed on a
smaller scale at a cost of $5,000. On March 24, 1878, the school-build¬
ing and chapel were dedicated. The school was constructed of brick and
had three rocma. One of the large rooms seated approximately 110 pupils,
and two smaller recitation rooms accommodated twenty-five or thirty
pupils. The principal, a Mr. M. D. Harrington, commented that, "the
school was credited by the people of the city... by the white people,
especially... with having the prettiest chapel and schoolrooms in the
State.
In 1882, a second building was constructed under the supervision of
Rev. Stanly E. Lathrop, a missionary and a trustee of Atlanta University
(1882-91), at a cost of $1,400. This building had rooms for primary and
intermediate departments. A library was erected in 1883 at a cost of
$400.00 and was paid for by donations from several states plus $200.00
donated by 136 Maconites. Approximately 4,500 volumes were donated to
3
the library by persons from twenty-six different states. The basement
was eventually converted into a wood-working shop where boys were taug^it
to use carpenter's tools which were donated by individuals and Sund^
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Schools In Wisconsin.^
The teachers' home was built in 1878 and purchased by the American
2
Missionary Association In 1879. This building served as the main resi¬
dence for teachers xintll It, along with the other buildings on the campus,
was destroyed by fire on November 18, 1885. According to the teachers on
campus, a mob of white citizens gathered at midnight and poured coal oil
3
around all of the buildings. The teachers' home was rebuilt and pat¬
terned after the plantation style of architecture In 1886. This home
was a spacious two-story structure which had very plain furnishings. The
4teachers' home sat on an Ideal location overlooking the city.
Lewis High had entered a period of success and normalcy by 1887
when a fire broke out In the teachers' home for a third time. This time
a Black shoemaker and Willis Epps, an active Republican, occupied a part
of the residence. Mr. Epps lost $14.00 In cash and several valuables In
the fire. The cause of the fire was unknown, but this time the building
was Insured by a New York Insurance cmnpany.^
The survival of Lewis Hlgb In a hostile white community represented
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The white teachers from the North were determined and dedicated beings.
They taught Black students algebra, Latin, English, and music.^ The
girls were taught to sew while the boys learned woodcraft. Each year
difficult examinations were administered to determine students' readi¬
ness for promotion. Exhibition Day, which usually followed examinations,
2
featured garments and patchwork quilts made by the girls, and toilet
3
bureaus, towel racks, ottomans, and blackstands carved by the boys.
Teachers at Lewis Hl^ took pride In their pupils and attempted to
encourage them in their learning experiences and display of talents.
One former teacher. Miss Annette Lynch, connented in 1878 on the stu¬
dents' progress at Lewis High. Hiss Lynch viewed their progress as
A
"doing credit to themselves and their teachers.'*^ According to the Ameri¬
can Missionary, northern white teachers had "gained the respect of the
whole community by the steadiness of its members and sweet reasonableness
of their doctrines as handed down througji the generations.^
On the other hand, white Maconites viewed the teachers at Le\d.s High
as intruders and trouble-makers in the community. The fact that the
school was burned three times proved their hostility. Shortly after a
1
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major fire in November 1885, Miss Libbie D. Kelsey, a teacher at Lewis
High, wrote a letter which revealed a great deal about the attitudes
held by the connnunity toward the school, and the attitudes held by teach¬
ers toward their Black students. According to Miss Kelsey, the teachers
at Lewis High feared personal violence from the townspeople. She claimed
that the clergy in Macon referred to the teachers as "white niggers, the
slum of the North..." She further stated that:
The Lewis Normal School is doing a grand and noble
missionary work in educating those heathen and down-trod¬
den ones in our own country, and it is at our own peril,
as much as if we were in the wilds of Africa.
It is very strange that these Southern people cannot
see that in the education and civilization of these de¬
graded ones, that their own lives and property will be
more secure.^
While ridiculing the prejudice exhibited by whites toward Lewis Hlg^,
Miss Kelsey very clearly revealed that inwardly she too was guilty of
the same biases as those held by local whites. Many of the missionaries
who considered themselves "do-gooders," referred to their Black students
as "Heathens" and felt that they were doing the white community a favor
by civilizing Blacks. In most Instances, white missionaries considered
conversion to Christianity the final step in the right direction toward
civilization.
The student enrollment at Lewis High rose from 93 in 1878 to 584
in 1890.'’ The faculty equally encouraged academics, arts and crafts,
_
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and cultural education. Students were drilled as hard on cantatas as on
sewing. An advertisement In the Macon Telegraph and Messenger featured
the school's annual exhibition of talent In 1885 as "Industrial Festival
and Concert."^ These annual affairs not only gave pride to students,
but raised money for their Institution.
Although Le»ls Hl^ was a reputable Institution and the students
there received a more liberal education. It was not much more financially
well-off than other Black schools In Macon. The school's needs were
supplemented by northerners and members of the American Missionary Asso¬
ciation. The school's annual budget totaled $5,867.54. Of that amount,
$3,367.90 was alloted for teachers' salaries; $295.15 for furniture and
repairs; $2,004.49 for general expenses, and $200.00, contributed by the
2
Slater Fund, for the Industrial Arts Department.
Mwdatory payment of tuition limited the number of students eligible
for enrollment In Lewis Hlg^. Expenses forced many of the older students
to seek work during or Immediately following their graduations from
3
school. Campus Jobs were made available during the summer for students
who needed financial assistance.^
Despite all difficulties, Lewis High school continued to expand and
_
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offer quality education to Black youth throu^out the I88O3. On Febr¬
uary 14, 1889, Lewis Normal Institute became known as Ballard Normal
School. On that date, a large number of patrons, friends, and some of
Macon's leading white citizens gathered for the name-changing ceremonies
and the daiication of the Ballard building. Addresses were delivered by
Bibb County Superintendent B. M. Zettler, Dr. J. M. Greene, a leading
Black physician, several ministers, and Dr. Augustus Beard, Secretary of
the American Missionary Association.^
The Ballard building was a brick structure with seven schoolrooms,
one recitation room, and an office. The new building was badly needed
for the follcKjlng year the school's enrollment rose to 584. Students
came to Ballard from several neighboring counties and paid four dollars
2
for board and tuition.
Blacks in all age groups took advantage of the school's strong edu¬
cational curriculum. Several older persons recognized the value of ob¬
taining an education from a school like Ballard which encouraged hl^
morals and academic standards along with training in industrial arts.
In one Instance, a middle-aged woman who had been a teacher in the public
school system for years applied for admission to Ballard. Her primary
objective was to prepare herself for a teachers' examination. After
taking and failing a sixth grade level examination for admission given
at Ballard, she was placed in the fourth grade. There it was found that
1
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she did not know multiplication tables, had never heard of division, and
spelled on a third grade level. This revelation was shocking because
this teacher had been considered one of the best Black teachers in Bibb
County.^
The Ballard school graduated a number of prominent citizens who made
up the backbone of leadership in the Black community. As an educational
institution Ballard surpassed all other Black schools in Macon.
Plans for a second private Industrial arts school were made in 1889.
The school was founded by Sarah Thomas and supported by an endowment re¬
ceived from 'northerners." Elder Holmes of the Methodist Church and
other Blacks secured enough money to purchase a building site for the
2
school. References to the existence of this school are vague. Whether
or not it was ever successfully established was never cited.
The establishment of the Academy for the Blind offered educational
opportunities for the blind in the Black conmunity. The general Idea
for this school was Introduced in Macon by W. S. Fortescue (white) of
Philadelphia. Fortescue was blind himself and had been responsible for
encouraging the idea in several states. As early as January 19, 1852,
the Georgia legislature had enacted a bill to incorporate and endow the
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Georgia Academy for the Blind.^
In 1875, Dr. J. M. Greene, Medical Director and President of the
Board of Trustees for the Academy pointed out the need for considering
the interests of the Black population in Georgia. He surmised that the
blind were not very numerous in Macon, but if the need arose, provisions
2
could be made for a separate acadany. His proposal came in response to
petitions filed by several Black citizens concerning the legal rights of
Blacks. Because of the petitions and Dr. Greene's proposal, two Black
males were admitted to the academy in 1880, and classes were held for
them in the school workshop. The two students were John Hollingsworth
3
and Elijah Williams; both had outstanding academic records.
In 1881, the State Legislature passed a resolution to build an acad**
emy for the Black blind students. By 1882, the State had appropriated
$10,000 for the establishment and operation of the institution, and 3%'
acres of land was purchased for approximately $3,000.00 as a building
site. The Academy was a brick and stone structure and had eighteen rooms
plus a basement. The building had a capacity for forty students and its
total value was $13,547.36^ The dedication of the Academy was an elab¬










military ccx&panies, and other social organizations were present for the
laying of the cornerstone. The Lodge of the Colored Free and Accepted
Masons performed the ceremonies.^
Prior to 1885, no more than five or six students were enrolled in
the Academy each academic year. The Annual Report of 1885-86 revealed
an enrollment of eleven males. Professor Lewis Williams of the Academy
claimed that enrollment before 1885 did not Increase because: 1) many
of the friends or families of the blind were Ignorant of the existence
of the Acaden^' or 2) a number of these families lacked finances for en-
2
rollment.
The Academy offered a strong curriculum in literature, music and
branches of handicrafts. This type of education prepared most of the
3
Academy's graduates for positions as church organists or music teachers.
In comparison to the curriculum offered at the white Academy, the Black
Academy discriminated against and limited its students. The white Acad¬
emy's curriculum included courses in mathematics, literature, philosophy,
music, geography, history, and reading.^ White students were prepared
for higher education whereas Blacks were confined to vocational training
or music. The white Academy had a large faculty, whereas the Black
1
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Academy had only two or three teachers on faculty.^ There was also dis¬
crimination In spending of funds alloted for both Institutions. At the
end of the 1884-85 fiscal year, the white Academy for the Blind had
spent $12,052.13 and had a balance of $320.27. The Black Acadany had
2
disbursements amounting to $2,295.49 and a balance in excess of $10,390.
Although there were many injustices in the general operation and
allocation of monies for schools, efforts were made on the national level
to Improve education and educational facilities in southern schools. Be¬
tween 1883 and 1890, several efforts were made in Congress and by sup¬
porters to pass a bill proposed by Senator Henry W. Blair. Blair's bill
proposed to appropriate $77 million in federal money to improve inadequate
3
educational facilities for Blacks in eight southern states. The Blair
bill represented a glimmer of hope for Blacks because education repre¬
sented a basis for improving and strengthening their future. Whites held
mixed emotions about the bill. Many believed that Blacks did not pay a
4
fair share of taxes, therefore, were not entitled to the benefits.
Blair, himself, felt that a bill forcing equal division of State and
national revenue would encourage the "redeaner" governments to "demon¬
strate their better qualities."^ During the 1880s, separate schools for
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whites and Blacks did not Intimidate Blacks because segregation had be¬
come an accepted way of life. Separate schools, as In other aspects of
Black life, created jobs for Black teachers, consequently, the majority
of southern Blacks made every effort to show support for the Blair Bill.
In 1888, three to four hundred Blacks gathered in Macon to attend a
state Convention held In the Cotton Avenue Baptist Church. The Conven¬
tion dealt with various social Issues such as crime, jury service, lynch¬
ing, and education. Anong the more prominent Black members In attendance
were: W. J. White of Augusta, W. A. Pledger, Stalth W. Easley of Atlanta,
T. M. Dent of Pulaski County, J. W. Marlow, editor of the People’s Choice.
and Rev. W. J. Gaines, formerly of Macon. Black Maconltes In attendance
Included P. 0. Holt, Jefferson Long, J. W. Brooks, and Martin Logan.
These men, once considered radicals, were reported by the Telegraph as
"quiet, peaceable citizens." A report on education submitted by S. W.
Easley endorsed the Blair Bill and censured the action of the Legis¬
lature In withholding an $8,000 appropriation from Atlanta University
unless the Institution complied with terms set forth by the State.
Easley's report claimed that these terms would never be accepted by the
3
Black citizens of Georgia.
The Convention resulted In a statement, If nothing else, verbalizing
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education and future of Black youth. In general, Macon had done an
admirable job of educating Blacks during the 1880s. While facilities In
the public schools were far below par, at least Black parents encouraged
their children to take advantage of what education was offered. Private
schools like Lewis Hl^ exposed Black youth to quality education and
tauglit then useful trades. Despite the fact that some white northern
teachers viewed themselves as "converting" or educating Black "heathens,"
their teachings contributed to the well-being of the Black community.
The Academy for the Blind also served a useful purpose by offering the
Black blind a sensible, serviceable education and making productive, dig¬
nified citizens of them.
CHAPTER III
SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF BLACK LIFE IN MACON
The segregation of public facilities and discriminatory practices
In the hiring of Blacks was typical In the South during the period 1877-
1890. In Macon, Blacks were victimized more by prejudice than legal
restrictions because no references are distinctly made to race or segre¬
gation In the Macon City Ordinances. The state laws set the guidelines
for segregation In Macon; they applied primarily to the establlshnent of
separate schools for Blacks and whites; restricted the spending of endow
ments for Black and white charities, churches and private schools or
"Institutions of learning;" prohibited slavery and Involuntary servitude
gave Black citizen's the rl^t to own real estate; made Black children
legitimate by law; prohibited mlscegnatlon, and established laws of
segregation for public transportation.^ In essence, segregation forc»l
Black Maconltes to organize their own social organizations, establish
their own businesses, and provide their own sources of recreation.
Economically, Blacks In Macon had a lower standard of living than
whites. One year of the Bibb County Tax Digest reveals In aggregate
figures the differences In the financial holdings of whites and Blacks.
In 1877, the 2300 whites who paid their poll taxes owned 150,069 acres
of land (97.8X) valued at $1,174,533 (90.6%). Their city property was
valued at $3,912,383 (97.4%) and the value of their whole property was
1
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$8,324,979 (97.1%). On the other hand, 2,851 Blacks who paid their poll
taxes owned 3,327^ (2.2%) acres of land valued at $121,670 (2.2%). Their
city property was valued at $87,880 (2.2%) and their vdiole property was
worth $244,421 (2.9%).^
To exemplify the wealth possessed by some of the leading and most
prosperous Black citizens in Macon, a survey was taken of their increase
in wealth for 1877, 1885, and 1890. Frank Disroon, owner of a grocery
2
store, was worth $670.00 in 1877; his business alone was valued at $500.
In 1885, when Mrs. Disroon acquired $700 worth cf city property, their
3
estate was assessed at $1,210. By 1890, the Disroons* family holdings
4
totaled $1,250. Pulaski 0. Holt, another prominent Black grocer, was
worth $1,050 in 1877,^ $6,885 in 1885,® and $8,825 in 1890.^ Jefferson,
the former Congressman, was the owner of a tailoring shop and he was
valued at $1,300 in 1877, however, his holdings were never cited in the
g
Tax Digest n3ain after that year. The wealthiest Black man in Macon
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W. 6. Johnson was a grocery store owner whose holdings Increased from
$5,925 in 1877^ to $24,225 in 1890.2
Many Black Maconites had interesting occupations and businesses.
Among the popular occupations of this period were those engaged in by
porters, barbers, carpenters, shoemakers, blacksmiths, cooks, draymen,
stonecutters, drivers, laborers, waiters, restaurant owners, landlords,
butchers, fruit dealers, furniture manufacturers, jewelers, mattress
manufacturers, saloon owners, wagon manufacturers, domestic workers,
school teachers, federal employers (postal carriers), tailors, policemen
and 2 physicians. The point must also be made that grovers were not
only the wealthiest of the Black citizens, Init the most numerous because
3
by 1890, there were 34 grovery stores in the Black community.
Whites, often blinded by the past, failed to realize that meny
Blacks had lost axy desire to work as farm laborers after 1865. At a
County Agricultural Society meeting, whites complained that "laborers
were found more unwilling to contract and less inclined to work since
their emancipation." One Black ex-farm laborer asserted that he would
rather live in town and "eat orange peelings than work in the country."
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starve than return to their former occupation.^
One must not get the Impression that Blacks during this period were
lazy and shiftless; on the contrary, most of then were Industrious and
determined. The Telegraph revealed In 1885 that more whites than Blacks
were dependent upon the county for financial assistance; that Blacks
were willing to accept any job to supplement their wages whereas whites
felt themselves too good to perform certain tasks. Even elderly Blacks
who were unable to perform hard labor sou^t employment sweeping yards
2
or cutting wood.
Generally speaking, the average Black Maconlte tried to Improve his
station In life, consequently, new job opportxinltles were pursued with
great Intensity whenever they became available to Blacks. In 1890,
Blacks began to seek federal positions as mall clerks, copyists, and
postal clerks. When R. D. Locke (white) became the new Macon postmaster.
Blacks believed that since he had been an active Republican, he would
endorse a maall number of Blacks for federal positions. Unfortunately,
they were mistaken for he made no effort to aid Blacks. He had received
a warning from an editorial In the Telegraph urging him to adopt a "sen¬
sible course" In dealing with the matter and suggesting that he not add
any "complications" to the race problem.^
1
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In February 1890, twelve Black males and 6 white males took the
federal postal examination. Fourteen applied for positions as railway
mail clerks, two as postal clerks, and two as copyists in department
service. The examination for the railway mail clerks tested the appli¬
cants on spelling, dictation, copying sentences, simple arithmetic (up
to perc^tages), correcting sentences with grammatical errors, and read¬
ing addresses on cards. Apparently Postmaster Locke heeded the sugges¬
tion of the Telegraph because only six Blacks passed vdiile all of the
whites passed.^
Black workers in Macon often looked toward labor unions to defend
their employment interests. In most instances, these unions served the
same functions as mutual aid societies, however, all attanpted to serve
in the same capacity as their white counterparts (which denied member¬
ship to Blacks). Among the better known Black unions in Macon were the
Union Brotherhood, the Union of Hotel Waiters, and the Ocmulgee Chapter
of the Kni^ts of Labor.
The Union Brotherhood functioned as a self-protective society and
as a mutual relief association. Its white counterpart was the White
Workingmen's Union. Organized in 1880, one of its four lodges was
located in Macon. The Union's first convention was held at the Cotton
Avenue Baptist Church. Among the Black elected officers at the conven¬
tion were: Rev. M. B. Pollack, Jefferson Long, J. H. Woolfolk, Rev.
2
Henry Williams and J. F. L. Bentley.
_
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The Colored Hotel Waiters of Macon claimed their primary objectives
were to initiate better acquaintances of persons engaged in hotel and
boarding house business, and to provide funds to assist the families of
its sick or deceased members.^
The Knights of Labor, a national labor union founded in 1869, pro¬
claimed its purpose as being to "create a healthy public opinion toward
labor," and to achieve "a full just share of the values of capital it
has created." The Knights were said to have had no discrimination
2
against race, color, creed or political persuasion.
The Ocmulgee Assmbly of the Knights of Labor supported the tem¬
perance movement, and resolved to eliminate the sale of liquor in Central
City Park. Besides being social critics, the Knights also used the
strong arm of their organization in mildly influencing their members'
votes in various elections. The Ocmulgee Chapter, led by Jefferson Long,
alledgedly expelled John Felder, a Black one-legged shoemaker, in 1886
because he did not support the candidate for mayor endorsed by their
organization. Tom Wesby, a menber of the Macon Chapter, was arrested
after he got into an argument with Felder over Ignoring a summons to
attend a meeting to discuss why he was being expelled. The Ocmulgee
Chapter denied the Telegraph charge that expulsion of Felder stemmed
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from his political convictions.^
In 1887, the Ocmulgee Chapter of the Knights of Labor met to organ¬
ize an improvement COTxpany. They agreed to raise $6,000 to purchase 500
acres of land outside of Macon to be divided in half acre lots to build
their homes. Each member was expected to buy shares at $3.00 a piece.
2
The payments came due in six month intervals.
In 1888, the Knights found themselves at odds with the National
Association. When fifteen or twenty of the Black members of the organ¬
ization went to hear John O'Keefe speak at the Macon Courthouse, they
were directed to the gallery. The group insisted upon being seated down¬
stairs because they would not be able to hear the lecture. Among the
group were Jefferson Long and George Wallace who contended that they had
no problmn being separated from the white women in the downstairs area,
but felt that they should be treated equally with the white male members.
Wallace pointed out that the Kni^ts had also run into difficulties be¬
cause of the color issue in Virginia at the last convention. The Knights
of the Ocmulgee Chapter did not pursue the matter any further and all
except five left the courthouse.
O'Keefe's lecture dealt with nine major points: 1) the establish¬
ment of a bureau of statistics on the state level; 2) the reseirvation of
public land for active settlers; 3) the abolition of the contract system
on municipal and state work; 4) the enforcement of decision of arbitration;
-
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5) abolition of child labor; 6) abolition of convict lease system; 7)
repeal of laws that do not bear equally on capital and labor; 8) laws
for better x’orking conditions, and 9) abolition of the national banking
system.^
In all probability, the Black members of the Knights of Labor in
Macon lost their enthusiasn for the organization after their unfortunate
encounter at the courthouse. Although the Journal of the Knights of
Labor for October 25, 1888 gave O'Keefe's visit to Savannah front page
coverage, no mention was made of his visit to Macon on the 18th.
Black Maconites were level-headed in financial affairs. Most had
two major objectives; to save and to succeed. In 1871, a small group
of citizens worked in cooperation with Edward Woodliff to make Macon the
site of one of the branches of the Freeckaan's Banks. Rev. T. G. Stewart
and Thomas N. Sellers, Woodliff's son-in-law, were cashiers in the new
Macon branch. Blacks deposited about $120,000 in the bank. Woodliff,
2
himself, deposited $5,000. The failure of that bank turned out to be
one of the worst financial disasters to take place in the Black ccmonunity.
On January 5, 1880, a group of the Freedman's Bank depositors met
to endorse a bill introduced in Congress by Representative Michael
Patrick O'Connor of the U. S. House of Representatives of South Carolina
(white). The bill's major purpose was to encourage the government to
provide appropriations to reimburse the depositors for their losses.
-
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Edward Woodliff presided over the meeting. Jefferson Long introduced a
set of resolutions thanking Representative O'Connor for his efforts, and
requesting members of the Georgia delegation to cooperate with O'Connor
urging the passage of the bill.^
The Macon Telegraph and Messenger mocked the plight of the Black
depositors the following day. The Telegraph stated that the Freedman's
Bank may have been organized and operated by Republicans, but "it remains
2
to a Democrat to take active steps for the relief of the darkies." A
letter from a Black Savannah man in that same edition made an inquiry
about the bill's status in Congress. O'Connor's answer to that letter
was discouraging. He stated that the bill was at present in the "Ways
and Means Committee," but from the previous session of Congress, it was
3
not a popular bill.
In November 1887, another meeting of the Freedman's Bank depositors
was held at Steward Chapel TUiE Church. A comnittee was appointed to pre¬
pare a memorial for presentation through their Congressman Janes Blount
4
to President Cleveland requesting that he deal with their problen.
Their efforts were useless.
Socially, the Black community in Macon n’ac alive iTith activity. A
_
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few choice ial and cultural events occurred during this period which
were appreciated by the Black and white communities. One was the announce¬
ment of the mirriage of Jefferson Long's daughter, Annie, to Henry A.
Rucker of Atlanta, on November 25, 1889. The Telegraph which viewed Long
as a radical, treated him with respect when they published his dau^ter's
wedding annonncaaent. The newspaper referred to Miss Long as one of the
"best educated colored women in the South." It also described Mr. Rucker
as "respectable, quiet, and genteel in his addro:^s and appearance."^
Very few Blacks received such hlg^ compliments in the Macon press during
this period.
One memorable cultural event in Macon durln'; the 1880s was Madame
Selika's appearance at the Academy of Music. Madame Selika was a famous
Black soprano who had given concerts all over the world. In London, she
2
had appeared with Carlotti Petti under the direction of Jules Benedict.
Madame Selika's concert at the Acadenqr of Music was attended by Macon's
most prominent Black and white citizens. The Black citizens were re-
strlcted to the balcony at the performance. The "Prima Donna" did not
did not slight her peers in the Black community because she made an
_
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appearance at the First Baptist a few days later. Despite her talents,
Madame Selika was not above the racial slurs of the white press. An
excerpt from a review of her performance in Savannah commented that if
Madame Selika were white, "her singing could not fail to create a furor
2
in any circle."
The Black church in Macon served as a focal point for almost every
aspect of life within their community. It was a gathering place for con**
ventions, the site of several Republican caucuses, location of the com**
munity's major cultural events, and the center for settling a number of
coomunlty problems. One of the best known churches which fits into this
category is the First Baptist Church which is now located on Cotton
Avenue. The church was founded in 1835, and held services for Black axid
white congregations for the first eight years of its life. There were
283 slaves and free Blacks in its congregation. The church was pastured
by white ministers until 1866 when Rev. Milton Tilinghast became the
first Black minister.^
A new building was constructed in 1889 during Rev. T. M. Robinson's
pastorship. Societies which were part of the church rivaled each other
for the right to lay the first brick. The Metropolitan Club No. 1 won
1
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the honor because they laid brick on the foundation on Memorial Day.
The African Methodist Episcopal Church (now Steward Chapel), located
on Cotton Avenue and Spring Street, was the site of several large church
conferences. In 1880, the North Georgia Annual Conference was one of
the most largely attended conferences In the area. Rev. W. J. Gaines
extended an Invitation to white citizens to attend and support the Con-
2
ference. The community took pride In the gathering because some of the
finest and most Intelligent Black citizens from cities throughout Georgia
attended.^
At a CME Conference held in 1887, Rev. Matthew Walker v/amed mini¬
sters about the Ills of loose morals within their professions and spoke
4
on the dangers of the ''great monster alcohol." The conference voted to
give its support to Paine Institute In Augusta rather than Lane Insti¬
tute in Jackson, Tennessee. A statistical report made at the conference
revealed that this district had 16,638 Methodists; 495 Infants and 1,100
adults were baptiz^; and educational contributions amounted to $117.97.^
Another church which was extremely active in the Black community
1
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and concerned about the welfare of Blacks was the First Congregational
Church. The missionaries In this church felt that Blacks were In "dire
need of religious Instruction." The Congregatlonallsts' paternalistic
concern was evident In all of their dealings with Blacks. Rev. S. E.
Lathrop made these comments about Black life In Macon In 1879.
The colored people of Macon deserve praise for their
efforts after a truer life. There are 10,000 of them in
this city, and anong them Is much poverty and want. But
others have, since emancipation, laid up property and
secured comfortable homes of their own. Their children
In school compares favorably In most respects to white
children. Some of them walk three or four miles each way
to attend our Lewis Hlg^ School. The extravagance and
effervescence of religious gatherings Is becoming more and
more toned down as Intelligence Increases. Th^ are more
and more winning the respects of whites, and I think there
Is more disposition to live peaceably than at any previous
time since war.
The negro Is neither a prince In disguise nor a negro
In rags. He Is exceedingly human, fallible. Ignorant,
childlike, fickle. Improvident and thoughtless.^
The passage adequately describes the condition of Black life and the
attitudes held by the Congregatlonallsts toward the Black coraounlty. The
Congregatlonallsts viewed Blacks as naive and helpless beings who had to
be civilized and molded Into second class citizens In a white world.
The Congregatlonallsts often complained that Black youth should be
discouraged fron engaging in "noisy conversions." They also complained
about the late evening hours selected for prayer meetings, however, most
Blacks worked late, had to walk one to three miles to and fran these
2
prayer meetings, consequently, the Inconvenience was virtually impossible.
1
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The missionaries who were affiliated with the First Congregational
Church were serious about their conversions because they held half hour
prayer meetings during recess at Lewis High. In one instance, about
fifty children confessed conversion during the revivals held at recess,
and thirty of them Joined the church.^
One of the first conferences sponsored by the Congregational Church
was held in Macon on December 12, 1879. Church representatives were in
attendance from several southern states which had formerly been affll'
lated with the Central South Conference and the Southeast Georgia Con*
ference. Rev. Lathrop, who had an article on the conference published
in the American Missionary, boasted that many of the Black ministers who
2
attended were educated by the American Missionary Association. Several
speeches were delivered at the Conference and one of the most popular
subjects discussed was temperance. Members of the conference were invited
to attend several Black churches in the city that Sunday, however, most
of the white churches in the city were not associated in any way with the
3
Congregational Church.
Benevolent or mutual aid societies gave financial assistance to
families of members of these organizations in time of sickness and death
They also enhanced their value by providing excursions, picnics, and
other recreational activities to the Black public.
1
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In Macon, the majority of these societies appeared during the Re¬
construction period when many newly freed Blacks died from lack of med¬
ical attention and were burled like paupers. The first two benevolent
societies In Macon were the United Brothers and the Ring Doves. Though
they encountered difficulties, they survived the hard times and prospered.
The most tragedy for most societies to overcome was the loss of their
money In the Freedman's Savings Bank. The Ring Doves, however, went out
of existence because of politics within the organization.
There were twenty-five strong Black societies In Macon In 1888.
Each organization averaged 300 members. All of the societies burled
their dead members. The only ones excluded were those who were expelled
from the organization. All members paid an Initiation fee of one dollar
and monthly dues of fifty cents. Slch members received benefits of
$2.50 per week and families of the dead received $25 for the funeral and
$30 for the widow. Each society had distinctive uniforms. The men wore
regalias of different colors and the wcxnen wore white, black or purple
dresses with aprons and uniform hats. Societies attended funerals of
Its members In full dress.
The Devoted Brothers, with membership of 900, were the wealthiest
society. They owned a lot behind the Methodist Church on Cotton Avenue,
a few acres of land In Tybee, and a cemetery In Gllesvllle known as
Travellers Rest. The Stars of Bethlehem was a children's society which
was supposed to have been as successful as Its adult counterparts.
Other societies Included: the Brothers and Sisters of the Morning Star,
the Champions of Distress, the United Brothers, the United Brothers and
Sisters, the Sons and Daughters of Jerusalem, the Sons and Daughters of
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Jacob, the Israelltish Brothers and Sisters, the Hebrew Brothers and
Sisters, the Independent Pioneers, the Centennial Brothers and Sisters,
the Brothers and Sisters of Love, the Congregational Sisters, the Zion
Israelltish Sisters, Lillies of the Valley, Bands of Hope, the Golden
Sentry, the Union of Laboring Sisters (two societies had the same name),
and the Ophelia Sisters.^
Sometimes the societies had problems. The Champions of Distress
went to court on May 22, 1884 to fight for their charter. The society
had been In existence for three years without a charter. The chairman
of the board of trustees, Bruster Williams, hired attorneys Hill and
Harris, to write a charter for ten dollars. The charter was suppose to
have been paid for out of the treasury, but It was short of money.
Williams claimed that the society owed him $1.50 and refused to release
the charter until he was paid. A. C. Bostick, the Grand Master, had the
court take out a warrant for the charter. As the results of the dispute,
2the female faction split.
The Knights of the Golden Star Invited Blacks to Join. The Knights,
under the leadership of the supreme commander, D. S. Harris, paid out
thousands of dollars covering expenses for the sick and the dead. The
Organization expanded Its membership Into Richmond, Virginia, South
Carolina, and North Carolina. By 1887, the society had paid out $1,868.50
3
for sickness, $1,784.25 for distress, and $2,484,50 for death benefits.
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Fraternal orders like the Masons and Odd Fellows originated In the
North and were Influenced by the white organizations.^ Fraternal orders
In Macon were socially orientated; they frequently participated In
parades and dedications. Black Odd Fellows from Atlanta, Savannah,
Forsyth, Mllledgevllle, Valdosta, Albany, Quitman, Amerlcus, Fort Valley,
Perry, Bamesvllle, Thomaston, and Griffin often came to Macon to parade
2with the Black Macon lodges. These lodges maintained their secrecy,
consequently, little Is known about their organizational procedures. It
Is common knowledge, however, that Jefferson Long held an official posl-
3
tlon In the Phoenix Lodge of the Masons.
The local Black military orders also enjoyed participating In cere¬
monies and parades. The Lincoln Guards and the Bibb County Blues were
the two best-known and respected Black military orders In Macon during
the 1880s. Frank Dlsroon, captain of the Lincoln Guards and Spencer
Moseley, captain of the Bibb County Blues, were constantly at odds. An
example of one of their clashes took place when local Black citizens had
to elect one of the military orders to represent Macon at President
Ulysses S. Grant's funeral. The Bibb County Blues were chosen until
Frank Dlsroon persuaded another group of citizens to support the Lincoln
Guards. The community finally consented to permit both orders to march
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in the funeral procession, and marshals from both orders would ride side
by side.^
In 1889, the Bibb County Blues were invited to march in President
Benjamin Harrison's inaugural ceraaonies in Washington, D. C. Prep-
2
arations were made for a company of thirty-five men. Some of the Black
Maconites who were not invited to the inauguaration sponsored an "inau¬
gural supper" in the city. This affair was given at the Odd Fellows’
Hall on the same day as the Inauguration. On their return, the Bibb
County Blues were greeted with a reception and supper prepared by their
"lady friends."^
The military orders often sponsored recreational activities such as
picnics and excursions which were open to the Black community. On May
31, 1888, approximately six hundred Blacks from Macon accompanied the
Bibb County Blues, the Lincoln Guards, and the Central City Light Infan¬
try (a lesser known order) to Andersonvllle for Decoration Day. Addresses
to ccxnmemorate the occasion were delivered by Thomas Screen of Macon and
John Dudley of Americus. Llnconla Hayes of the Dickerson Literary So¬
ciety of Macon presented a paper entitled, "these Soldiers." John T.
White of the People's Choice, a newspaper, gave an address on the "Negro
1
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Soldiers in the Rebellion."^
Other forms of social organizations were literary societies and de¬
bating clubs. The Sumner Debating Association was organized In Macon on
September 9, 1875. It was composed of about forty young Black men who
2
viewed the club as a means of Improving themselves Intellectually.
The Black community had three literary clubs: the Dickerson Lit¬
erary Club, the Colored Literary Club, and the Douglass Literary Club.
The most active of these organizations was the Douglass Literary Club
which brought several noted lecturers to Macon. In 1888, th^ tried to
Invite Frederick Douglass (for whom the club was named) to speak In
Macon. Here Is a portion of the letter of Invitation:
I'Jhereas; the Colored citizens of Macon have the highest
regards and reverence for you as a statesman, orator and
patriot, therefore, the executive committee In behalf of the
colored citizens of the beautiful and prosperous Central
City of the Empire State of the South, do Invite you to lec¬
ture to then on the 9th of March. We will assure you that
you will receive one of the grandest ovations such as you
have ever received In any of the Southern cities.^
Unfortunately, Douglass was not available and was unable to lecture to
the society at that time, however, the formality ^lnd humbleness of their
letter must have been very flattering.
A. A. Gordon, president of the Douglass Literary Society, delivered
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an interesting lecture to the organization in 1890. He objected to advo¬
cators of colonization and northerners vho came to the South to assist
Blacks in their quest for the development of their communities. He re¬
minded Black Maconites that many of them were fortunate to be engaged in
their present occupations because oftentimes the same opportunities would
not be available in the North. Gordon concluded with this statement:
Do as the Jews have done! They came to this country,
attended to their business, refrained from fighting people
upon whom they depended for support, and to-day in the
South - you in Macon - are independent and wealthy in
every respect. But we are waiting for congress to come
along and pick us up and put us on an equal footing with
men who have been industrious and mnart. What foolish
thoughts these are! We must do something for ourselves or
die, for the world needs the space we occupy.^
The literary society was so Impressed by the address that they adopted a
resolution to have it published in its entirety in the Macon Telegraph.
Another source of Intellectual stimulation in the Black community
was the "Lathrop" Library which was built for Black Maconites under the
auspices of the American Missionary Association. It was a public library,
fully equipped, and contained approximately 3600 volumes.^
The bulk of the Black community enjoyed picnics, excursions, the
annual Firemen's Tournament, and baseball games. All were sponsored by
Black social organizations and churches. The public took excursions to
such cities as Savannah, Milledgeville, and Amerlcus; they also ventured
to beach resorts like Beach Haven. People cane from small towns in
1
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adjoining areas to accompany Maconites on their journeys. The only
major problem encountered on these excursions in Macon Involved diffi¬
culties stemming from railroads who did not want to make certain cars
available to large numbers of Blacks. One of the largest excursions
sponsored during the 1880s was from Macon to Echeconnee. Approximately
two thousand people participated.^
The Annual Firemen's Tournament, sponsored by their association,
drew crowds from all parts of Georgia whenever it was held in Macon. Com¬
panies of firemen from Americus, Athens, Griffin, and Augusta competed
against each other and marched in an annual parade. The various contests
within the Tournament featured athletic exercises with the firemen's
2
equipment.
The Black Firemen's Tournament held in 1890 drew approximately
17,000 spectators and 700 firemen. The Macon Telegraph reported that
Black people "thronged" in holid^ dress filled the streets. Twenty-
five dollars was offered by the Macon Brewry to the company which made
the best appearance. Activities continued throughout the day and con-
3eluded with a baseball game.
The "Colored Nines," Macon's Black baseball team, was another source
of entertainment for the Black public. They were a very successful tema
_
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and joined the Southern League of Colored Baseballlst In 1886. This
league was made up of the finest Black ball clubs from Georgia, South
Carolina, Alabama and Tennessee.^
2
By 1890, the Black population in Bibb County had grown to 23,336.
Despite the discriminatory practices of whites which forced Blacks to be
isolated into a world of their o-ni and their own inner struggles, they
were economically successful and socially self-satisfied.
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CONCLUSION
The period 1877*’1890 was a critical one In the political, social,
and economic development of Black Haconltes. Their community was vibrant
with activity and filled with unyielding determination to enrich the
lives of themselves and their children. Mindful of the brief role exer¬
cized by Blacks during Reconstruction, whites In Macon used every pos¬
sible method to counteract and deter "negro domination."
The most effective Instrument for fighting white prejudice during
this era was politics. Blacks were determined to play an active role In
the declslon-maklng process and worked cooperatively with a small group
of white liberals toward that end. The 1880s, however, was a critical
period for the Republicans because white officials on the state and fed¬
eral levels looked to white Independents or Democrats to put a stop to
Black advancement within the party. After the Georgia State Republican
Convention of 1882 failed to renominate William Pledger (Black) as State
Chairman, Blacks began to realize that they would be doomed to second
class status within the party. In llgbt of this factor, the Black Bibb
County Republicans joined other Blacks throughout the South who had be¬
come disillusioned with the Party. Black Republicans wanted to hold fed¬
eral positions, to share patronages and guaranteed protection of their
political and civil rights.^ By 1889, the Black Bibb County Republicans
split. One faction chose to remain with whites In the party, while the
_
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other faction, led by Jefferson Long, chose to become Black segregation*
Ists and organize the Lincoln Reform Club. Third parties such as the
People's Party briefly brought hope to Black Maconltes In 1889 and 1890,
but after they obtained power they too proved to be detrimental to Black
advancement by Initiating jlm crow laws.
Education for Blacks was also subjected to white discriminatory
practices. State funds were not allocated for the establishment of pub¬
lic schools for Blacks until the State Constitution was revised In 1877.
Unfortunately, Black Maconltes were still denied their share of the
funds. Their school facilities were Inadequate, and Black teachers were
not required to meet the educational standards of the whites. The Ameri¬
can Missionary Association sll^tly alleviated the educational problem
for Blacks by offering them a higher level of academic studies and voca¬
tional training. Of course, white Maconltes resented their presence In
the coomunlty and attanpted to destroy the school three times within a
ten year period. Also, the Georgia Acaden^ for the Blind In Macon offered
Black youth an opportunity to become economically Independent and educated.
In examining the socio-economic aspects of Black life In Macon, one
finds that many of the leading Black citizens were financially Indepen¬
dent and owned their own businesses. The Black comnunlty as a whole had
Its own social organizations and sponsored Its own recreational activities.
The Church served as a community center or gathering place for confer¬
ences, political caucuses, lectures, and cultural events In addition to
being a place of worship. Out of the church evolved social organizations
such as the various benevolent societies (25 In Macon) which offered the
Black cooanunlty financial assistance In times of sickness and death.
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Other Important groups were the fraternal organizations like the Odd
Fellows and Masons, and the military orders such as the Lincoln Guards
and Bibb County Blues which gave Black men in the community self-pride
and status in the eyes of their associates.
Finally, credit must be given to outstanding Black leaders in Macon
like Jefferson Long. Long was a successful business man, active in poli¬
tics, conscientious in terms of social issues which affected the Black
community, and an overall creditable citizen. Though he had been harshly
criticized in the newspapers throughout his political career. Long was
remembered with respect and dignity when he died on February 4, 1901.
The Atlanta Constitution referred to Long as a citizen who in his later
years "lived in entire harmony promoting the education of the youth of
his race."^ Long realized that Blacks during this period would never be
accepted in the white world, consequently, his gift to his race was to
Inspire them to be conscientious citizens, to utilize their vote effec¬
tively, and to better their existence within their own comnunity.
1
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